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Abstract

Handwriting trajectory recovery has recently001
gained more attention for practical applications002
such as personalized messages. It is a sequence003
learning problem from image to handwriting004
stroke sequence where Dynamic Time Warping005
(DTW) is a preferred loss function. However,006
aligning two varying length sequences in DTW007
loss accumulates the differences of predicted008
and ground truth strokes for the entire line-level009
text. As a result, averaging over long sequences010
in DTW loss, it cannot distinguish between a011
small number of perceptually significant errors012
and a large number of visually insignificant er-013
rors. To address this issue, we propose two new014
strategies. First, we propose applying DTW015
to words instead of line-level text so that the016
DTW loss for all the words in the line-level017
text is not averaged out. Moreover, for align-018
ing the predicted and ground-truth sequences019
for each word, we propose to weight the cost020
matrix with a Gaussian function so that the021
far-off predicted strokes from ground truth are022
penalized heavily. This strategy for word-level023
stroke trajectory learning improves quantitative024
and qualitative results.025

1 Introduction026

Handwriting stroke trajectory recovery from static027

images is of utmost importance to revolutionize028

the applications such as personalized message writ-029

ing on letters or greeting cards, signature verifica-030

tion, and script handwriting learning. The earliest031

work on handwriting stroke recovery started be-032

fore the deep learning boom, which utilized hand-033

crafted local and global features with the taxon-034

omy of clues to recover the handwriting trajectory035

for each alphabet letter (Doermann and Rosenfeld,036

1995; Viard-Gaudin et al., 2005a). (Abuhaiba et al.,037

1998; Viard-Gaudin et al., 2005b) used a semantic038

rules-based approach for sub-words with a graph039

traversal to reconstruct stroke trajectory for hand-040

writing recognition. Nevertheless, they considered041

only alphabets to learn the trajectory of the stroke. 042

(Privitera and Plamondon, 1995) recovered the tra- 043

jectory information for handwriting by segmenting 044

and dividing the words into a temporal sequence 045

of strokes. Above mentioned researches exhibit 046

limited application for recently introduced hand- 047

writing datasets. 048

Stroke trajectory recovery has made progress 049

towards more realistic and complex handwriting 050

datasets using deep neural networks in recent years. 051

(Bhunia et al., 2018) introduced the first trainable 052

convolution network for stroke trajectory recov- 053

ery. This LSTM architecture learns strokes with 054

Euclidean distance loss, making it hard to apply 055

on long words with multiple strokes. Moreover, 056

(Moussa et al., 2021) added a CNN before LSTM 057

to recover the stroke trajectory of the handwriting 058

in images. However, this work is limited to stroke 059

learning for mathematical equations, and in the cur- 060

rent form, it is not being applied to words in the 061

English language. 062

The most recent work related to stroke trajectory 063

recovery is presented by (Archibald et al., 2021), 064

where LSTM is trained with a Dynamic Time War- 065

ing (DTW) loss function. They also introduced 066

adaptive ground truths to make stroke ordering 067

more flexible during training. (Nguyen et al., 2021) 068

employed an LSTM architecture with an attention 069

layer and Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM) trained 070

with cross-entropy loss, but it learns to encode only 071

a single Japanese alphabet. 072

All these architectures either use line of text 073

(Archibald et al., 2021; Bhunia et al., 2018) or 074

alphabet letter (Nguyen et al., 2021; Viard-Gaudin 075

et al., 2005b; Privitera and Plamondon, 1995), but 076

to the best of our knowledge, the stroke trajectory 077

recovery network for words has not yet been pro- 078

posed. 079

Moreover, we propose to compute the warping 080

path during the alignment of predicted and ground 081

truth sequences in DTW with Gaussian weighting. 082
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In this way, we penalize the warping path heavily083

if the predicted stroke is far-off the ground truth084

stroke as it adds a perceptually significant error in085

stroke trajectory recovery. Whereas, the predicted086

stroke points in the close vicinity of the ground087

truth are perceptually indistinguishable from origi-088

nal strokes. The Gaussian function for DTW has089

been used for time series classification (Jeong et al.,090

2011) based on the phase difference between two091

time series, but its potential advantage for stroke092

trajectory recovery has not been explored before.093

The main contributions of this work are as follows:094

1) A word-level handwriting stroke trajectory re-095

covery method is proposed. It estimates loss for096

each word rather than averaging DTW loss over097

the entire line-level text. 2) To better match the hu-098

man visual perception of handwriting, we employ099

a Gaussian weighted cost matrix in DTW to gener-100

ate a loss function for deep learning. It allows our101

network to tolerate minor deviations in aligning the102

predicted and ground truth strokes while penalizing103

large, easily noticeable deviations. 3) Our quantita-104

tive and qualitative results demonstrate the superior105

performance of our approach in comparison to the106

state-of-the-art (SOTA).107

We introduce the method in Sec. 2 and demon-108

strate the experimental results in Sec. 3.109

2 Method110

In our work, we introduced two levels of granular-111

ity to learn the stroke trajectory for handwriting,112

the first is dividing a line-level text into words, and113

the second is to use the Gaussian function to weigh114

the cost matrix in DTW loss for each word.115

2.1 Word-level datasets116

IAM-online datasets (Marti and Bunke, 2002) con-117

sists of line-level text with stroke ground truth infor-118

mation. To the best of our knowledge, the previous119

researches (Archibald et al., 2021) for handwriting120

stroke trajectory recovery considered the text lines121

as input. The disadvantage of using text lines is122

the averaging out of loss function for all the words123

in the line. However, some words have a structure124

that is harder to learn (such as stage) than the less125

complex words such a the. Therefore, in our work,126

we propose to break the text lines into words to cal-127

culate DTW loss for each word. For this purpose,128

the strokes are divided into words for train and test129

sets.130

For this, we use a simple rule defined below.131

Let the stroke sequence S be composed of strokes 132

as [s1, s2, s3..., sn]. Stroke si+1 merges with the 133

previous stroke si if the following set of conditions 134

are obeyed. 135
M(si+1, si), if ∧(si+1) ≥∨(si)
M(si+1, si), elif (∨(si)−∧(si + 1)) ≥ th

Sep(si+1, si), otherwise
(1) 136

Where the symbol ∧(si+1) and ∨(si) represents 137

the minimum x-coordinate for stroke si+1 and the 138

maximum x-coordinate for stroke si respectively. 139

M and Sep stand for merge or separate stroke func- 140

tion. We merge the strokes if the later stroke in 141

S has already started before ending the previous 142

stroke or the distance between the two strokes is 143

less than the threshold (th). The value of th is dif- 144

ferent for each line. It is calculated based on the 145

average stroke’s spacing in each text line. There- 146

fore it is based on handwriting style.

Figure 1: Sample of the word-level IAM-online
datasets we created.

147
Figure 1 shows a reasonably separated words 148

from line-level datasets into word level datasets. 149

2.2 Network architecture 150

Our architecture uses a CNN (seven convolutional 151

blocks with ReLU) and LSTM layer. Convolutional 152

filters have a 3x3 kernel size with 2x2 and 2x1 153

max pooling in each layer. Moreover, the input 154

for the first convolutional block has a fixed height, 155

and variable-width similar to (Bhunia et al., 2018; 156

Archibald et al., 2021) in order to facilitate the 157

processing of variable-length words for different 158

handwriting styles. The block diagram of overall 159

architecture is shown in Figure 2. 160

2.3 Loss function 161

In the next section, we introduce a Gaussian 162

weighted cost matrix in DTW loss that emphasizes 163

avoiding the costly alignment of far-off points in 164

loss computation LDTWG
. 165
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Figure 2: The block diagram of our proposed
architecture, the modules in orange highlight our

contribution.

2.3.1 Gaussian weighted cost matrix in DTW166

In general, DTW (Berndt and Clifford, 1994; Choi167

et al., 2020) computes the optimal match between168

GT T = (t1, t2, t3, ....tm) and predicted sequences169

P = (p1, p2, p3, ....pn) of different lengths by find-170

ing the warping path between two sequences. In171

DTW loss, cost matrix A calculates the distance172

between all the stroke points in P and T to find the173

optimal warping path that is used to align the two174

sequences.175

In (Archibald et al., 2021), the cumulative cost176

matrix A at the ith stroke point of P and jth stroke177

point of T is calculated by their squared Euclidean178

distance. In our work, we propose to weight the179

distance (||pi − tj ||2) by Gaussian function G as:180

G(||pi − tj ||) · ||pi − tj ||2. (2)181

To define G, we start with182

H(||pi − tj ||) = σ

1− e
−
(

||pi−tj ||
σ

)2
 , (3)183

where σ is a constant related to Gaussian standard184

deviation. According to Eq. 3, H ranges from 0185

to σ. To define G, we clip the value of H at 1 as186

follows:187

G(x) =

{
H(x) if H(x) > 1

1, else
(4)188

Fig. 3 shows the visualization of the Gaussian189

function G used in our cost matrix. We evaluated190

our method for σ = 2 and σ = 5.191

The Gaussian function G directly affects the cu-192

mulative cost matrix A, where the (i, j)th entity of193

A is given as:194
195

A(i, j) = G(||pi − tj ||) · ||pi − tj ||2+196

min[A(i− 1, j), A(i− 1, j − 1), A(i, j − 1)]
(5)

197

for 1 ≤ i ≤ m and 1 ≤ j ≤ n. Given the cumu-198

lative cost matrix A, DTW computes the optimal199

Figure 3: Gaussian function G used to calculate DTW
alignment between GT T and predicted P strokes.

warping path from A(m,n) to A(1, 1) as the align- 200

ment of points in P to points in T is expressed 201

as index mapping α : {1, . . . ,m} → {1, . . . , n}, 202

where α is an onto function. Finally, the Gaussian 203

weighted DTW loss is given by alignment α: 204

LDTWG
(P, T ) =

m∑
i=1

||pi − tα(i)||. (6) 205

The next section details the evaluation of hand- 206

writing stroke trajectory and the effect of the Gaus- 207

sian function. 208

3 Experimental evaluation 209

3.1 Data 210

In the IAM-online dataset (Marti and Bunke, 2002), 211

we have 10,927 annotations for line-level text with 212

strokes information, out of which 7,402 are train- 213

ing, and 3,525 are testing text lines. After splitting 214

text lines into words using the proposed word-level 215

algorithm as described in Section 2.1, the size of 216

training and testing datasets increase to 36,106 and 217

17,087 words, respectively. Figure 1 shows the 218

sample images of the word-level dataset proposed 219

in our work. 220

3.2 Evaluation Metrics 221

We use the same evaluation metric as (Archibald 222

et al., 2021). It considers the percentage of pre- 223

dicted stroke points farther than T0 pixels from 224

their nearest GT denoted by %Nt,p, and similarly, 225

the percentage of GT stroke points father from their 226

nearest predicted stroke denoted by %Np,t. The av- 227

erage distance of points in %Nt,p and %Np,t is 228

denoted by distt,p and distp,t. To add the holis- 229

tic view of GT and predicted sequence matching, 230

we also evaluated our method for DTW distance 231

DDTW between GT and predicted strokes. 232
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% Nt,p distt,p % Np,t distp,tDistance metric
T0 = 5 T0 = 2 T0 = 5 T0 = 2 T0 = 5 T0 = 2 T0 = 5 T0 = 2

line-level DTW
(Archibald et al., 2021)

0.0090 0.0258 0.3720 0.4745 0.0175 0.2790 0.0625 0.5581

word-level DTW 0.0049 0.0217 0.1758 0.3001 0.0108 0.1497 0.0395 0.7240
σ = 2 0.0046 0.0183 0.1840 0.2780 0.0018 0.1442 0.0418 0.3109word-level

DTWG σ = 5 0.0040 0.0167 0.1828 0.2943 0.0010 0.1429 0.0113 0.4064

Table 1: Quantitative comparison of line-level, word-level and word-level DTW with Gaussian weighted cost matrix.

Figure 4: The visual quality of stroke recovery: (a)
original handwriting, (b) line-level DTW recovery, (c)
word level separation, (d) word-level DTW recovery, (e)
proposed word-level DTWG recovery for σ = 5. Each
stroke is shown in different color (red, blue or green).

3.3 Results233

The previous methods on IAM-online datasets234

work with line-level text for stroke trajectory recov-235

ery (Archibald et al., 2021). We initialize with the236

pre-trained model on the line-level text and fine-237

tune it for a word-level dataset with the Gaussian238

cost matrix in DTW.239

Table 1 presents quantitative comparison, where240

bold numbers show the best results (lowest value).241

We first observe that most metrics are much lower242

for word-level handwriting than the line-level in-243

put. These results show that separating the strokes244

from line-level text into words using flexible crite-245

ria for different handwriting improves the results246

compared to the line-level datasets. Furthermore,247

the addition of Gaussian weighting in the cost ma-248

trix in DTW loss (word-level DTWG) gives the249

lowest values for %Np,t and distp,t, which mean250

that the predicted strokes are better imitating the251

GT strokes.252

Method line-level word
level

word-level
DTWG

σ = 2

word-level
DTWG

σ = 5
DDTW 1.4058 1.1394 1.1258 1.0987

Table 2: DTW distance (DDTW ) between GT and pre-
dicted strokes

We also validated our method for different val- 253

ues of variance (σ = 2 and σ = 5) in Gaussian 254

function as shown in Figure 3. We do not go be- 255

yond σ = 5, since σ = 5 incurs sufficiently large 256

penalty for far-off points as shown in Figure 3. Ta- 257

ble 1 shows the quantitative results for σ = 2 and 258

σ = 5. Gaussian functions with variance σ = 2 259

and σ = 5 have very close performance but σ = 5 260

have slightly better results. 261

We also evaluate our method for DTW distance 262

metric (DDTW ) as it gives us the holistic view on 263

the resemblance of predicted and GT sequence. As 264

given in Table 2, for line-level DDTW is 1.4058 265

and for word-level DDTW is 1.1394 respectively. 266

Whereas for Gaussian cost matrix in DTW, the 267

DDTW is 1.1258 and 1.0987 for σ = 2 and σ = 5, 268

respectively. 269

All the results demonstrate that the proposed 270

Gaussian weighed cost matrix for DTW on word- 271

level datasets outperforms the DTW loss for hand- 272

writing stroke recovery. 273

The visualization of recovered strokes in Figure 274

4 also shows that the proposed method (word-level 275

DTWG) gives better results than the line-level and 276

word-level DTW. 277

4 Conclusion 278

The proposed method for word-level stroke trajec- 279

tory learning with Gaussian weighted DTW loss 280

improves quantitative and qualitative results. 281
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